
howdy! we’re

travel bloggers, influential instagrammers,
and creative consultants



Escape Brooklyn is a curated travel website and Instagram created by 
Erin Lindsey and Denny Brownell of Crown Heights, Brooklyn. After a 
combined 15 years of living in New York City, we grew tired of the 
brunch-and-bar routine every weekend. Instead, we began traveling away 
from the city via train at every opportunity, first to closeby Rockaway 
Beach on the A train, then up and down the Hudson Valley river towns 
on the MetroNorth. In August 2014, we’d been traveling so much that 
we finally broke down and bought a car–on eBay–and have been 
traveling every weekend ever since.

Erin’s background is in graphic design, which she studied for five 
years in her hometown of Cincinnati, Ohio. She worked in the fashion 
business for nearly ten years before making the decision to leave 
the industry and focus full-time on Escape Brooklyn. During her time 
in the corporate world, Erin gained experience not only in the creative 
side of business including trend research and design, but also the 
psychological and mathematical side of business in marketing and 
merchandising. For Escape Brooklyn, Erin writes nearly all of the blog 
content, coordinates partnerships, photographs, and runs the day-to-day 
business. 

Denny hails from Phoenix, Arizona, where he opened his first small 
business in 2001. His vintage shop, Lost & Found, won many local 
awards and was the beginning of his long career in entrepreneurship. 
Denny now splits his time between RRL, a luxury brand of Ralph Lauren, 
and his own antiques business called The Brew & Compass, which has 
been featured in Vogue and Sweet Paul Magazine. Aside from setting 
up at markets, Denny also sources props and antiques for restaurants, 
retail shops, and hotels. He is a tech savvy social media strategist, 
building Escape Brooklyn’s following by the thousands in several short 
months. His outgoing personality helps make connections with both 
complete strangers and potential clients. 

we are multi displipinary
designers, vintage lovers, 

and content creators... 
but most of all, we’re

weekend warriors.

WHO WE ARE  background

designer turned blogger

vintage entreprenuer



When we started Escape Brooklyn, we wanted it to be inspirational but 
also accessible. Tired of seeing the same “epic” imagery which is so 
prominent on social media, we wanted to provide travel guides for 
people that were not only aspirational, but also realistic–especially for 
New Yorkers. Though our travel guides are for everyone, much of our 
content is within just a few hours of the Big Apple! 

We also wanted Escape Brooklyn to be relatable for our audience: 
everyone knows the tattooed, bearded guy who loves vintage, or the 
blonde girl with glasses that studied design. Together, we’re the 
mid-30’s Brooklyn couple that’s reached a place financially to be able 
to invest in quality products that we love and actually use. We seam-
lessly work these products into our photoshoots, providing brands with 
authenic lifestyle photos that are relatable and genuine–something 
consumers not only appreciate, but have come to expect.

we create content that our
audience looks forward to
because its simultaneously
inspirational and accessible
aspirational yet realistic.

WHO WE ARE  nowadays



what we do

promotional campaigns

content creation

instagram management

influencer network marketing

niche marketing

Run campaigns across multiple social media and web outlets that 
generate exposure and awareness for your brand.

Develop content unique to your brand that is tailored to social media 
and your brand aesthetic.

Instagram account creation, management, and consulting: Let us 
create your account, gain you followers and teach you how to use your 
account most effectively.

Influencer Sourcing and Campaign Management: We have a network 
of Influencers in many different lifestyle niches, including fashion, food, 
craft, and more. We can help you find the right people to represent 
your brand.

We have created our own niche, blending lifestyle and travel, targeting 
New Yorkers in the creative industry. See the next page for more 
specific details on our audience.

-GEHRON BURKHOLDER, DIGITAL AND MARKETING MANAGER AT WOOLRICH

the content you have been creating with 

the Woolrich  product has been outstanding! 

Judging by the incredible engagement rate,  

I can say that our social media fans also 

 are big fans of your imagery. 

-JENNIFER GRIMES, FOUNDER RED COTTAGE INC., A BOUTQUE VACATION RENTAL AGENCY

When you posted on Instagram recently,  

our followers jumped  by over 100 in 

about a day. It’s so impressive how 

attentive and loyal your readers are!

-BRITTAIN STONE, PHOTOGRAPHY DIRECTOR AND CONTENT ACQUISITION AT HUDSON WOODS

FYI, [your guest] post was the most popular 

we’ve ever had with 42.5% opens and 14.4% 

clicks as of last week. That’s pretty 

much a multiple of our usual! 

thanks much for that! 



our audience

27.5

WE   NY

Our audience is based 70% within New York State. 
77% of that audience is based in New York City, 
and its five boroughs.
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Age 24-34

This information on this page is based on Google Analytics data.

escapebrooklyn.com  our audience



travel fashion food events

here’s a list of brands that we’ve worked with



instagram influencers

Our social media performance is outstanding, especially on our 
preferred medium of Instagram. We have an average of a 2.5% 
engagement rate on Instagram. On EscapeBrooklyn.com, we’re 
outperforming our competition 182% on social media directed 
traffic through Facebook, Google+, and Pinterest. Since Google 
Analytics isn’t able to track Instagram directed traffic, we 
believe this number is more like 400%. 

22k
FOLLOWERS

On Facebook, we run sponsored ad campaigns when new content 
is posted to our website. Our paid reach posts allow us to connect 
with around 500 desktop users per day.

Our email list is still new and has an amazing engagement rate! 
We have a 55% “open” rate– over three times the industry 
average of 16%.

1,600
FANS

650
SUBSCRIBERS

our other platforms

SOCIAL MEDIA AND WEB stats

As indicated above, in July 2015, we hit 10k followers on 
Instagram.  By January 2016, we doubled this number, hitting a 
landmark 20k followers. Using this information, we believe we’ll 
hit 50k early summer 2016.

our growth rate in followers



we have awesome web traffic

we’re outperforming our competitors

* According to Google Analytics’ data based on a network of 67,000 travel and lifestyle websites. 

An average month on EscapeBrooklyn.com 
sees 41k page views from 11k unique visitors. 
Our readers visit 2.75 pages per session. 

* This information is based on Google Analytics data.

escapebrooklyn.com monthly stats

11k unique users

41k page views

15k sessions

213

182

on new user acquistion

on social media directed traffic

115 on organic searches



CASE STUDY  ARGYLE CABINS



PRODUCT PLACEMENT: FORESTBOUND TRAVEL BAG

PRODUCT PLACEMENT: ARGYLE BREWING PINT GLASSES

CASE STUDY  ARGYLE CABINS

our campaign by numbers

We recently ran a campaign for Argyle Cabins, a unique rustic cabin 
retreat in Upstate New York. Not only did we feature this property on 
our Instagram–but we created their account, @argylecabins, before 
our visit there. By the end of our 3-night stay, the account had over 
500 followers. 

We also turned Argyle Cabins into a featured property on Escape 
Brooklyn. To see the story, go to our website and type “Argle Cabins” 
into the search field.

instagram account launch and management, 
promotional campaign

4,529 likes

600 page views

500 followers

237 comments

...not to mention, the bookings
at the property following
our stay there.

our 7 photos generated



CASE STUDY  woolrich



CASE STUDY  woolrich

our campaign resulted in

our 4 photos generated

to see the content for 
woolrich’s blog, go to
woolrich.com

8,095 likes

147 comments

We worked with Woolrich on an Instagram campaign, shooting their 
product in some of the great places we stay. Over the course of a 
month, we posted photos on our Instagram and blog using Woolrich 
products like blankets, coats, jackets and backpacks. Woolrich chose 
four of our ten photos to repost on Instagram, and two on Facebook.

We also provided them with blog content, photographing those same 
products in the Catskill Mountains in a 1970’s A-Frame cabin. 

social media campaign and blog content creator



CASE STUDY  ENTERPRISE



to see the stories,
go to enterprise.com
and click on
“get inspired!”

our 5 stories generated

CASE STUDY  ENTERPRISE

OUR CAMPAIGN RESULTED IN

6,841 likes

1,317 SHARES

518 comments

Escape Brooklyn created content–written and  photography–for 
Enterprise Rent-A-Car’s travel blog launch. Our posts were a huge 
success, by far outperforming the other authors’ posts. By partnering 
up with us, we drove traffic to their website but also gave them an 
“edge” that’s so appealing to millennials and generation Y. 

TRAVEL BLOG CONTENT CREATOR



chances are, if you’re reading this, we’re into you.
we hope you’ll consider working with us and look

forward creating an adventure together.

to begin the conversation, you can email us at
howdy@escapebrooklyn.com

thanks for reading, 
erin and denny

let’s work together !


